CAHP Teaching Activity Schedule Release

Dear Colleagues,

The CAHP team has been working to enhance the CAHP solution and enable Casual Academics to view their schedule. This pay schedule will be known to Casual Academics as the Teaching Activity Schedule and has been successfully deployed today, Wednesday 9 May 2018.

This functionality is available to all Casual Academics within CAHP however as the Schools of Business, Education and Languages and Cultures use the legacy SMS system to create schedules for their Casual Academics, the teaching activities for these Schools will not be included in the Teaching Activity Schedule in CAHP. The existing processes for communicating teaching schedules to Casual Academics in these Schools continue to apply.

To ensure that you remain informed, for your reference please find attached the communications sent to the Schools and to Casual Academic staff who are appointed in the Schools that use CAHP. Please distribute this.

If you have any questions, please contact CAHP Support at CAHP_Support@uq.edu.au.

Thank you for your ongoing support,

The CAHP Project Team.